We present a general framework for constructing transforms in the field of the input. The construction is carried out over finite fields, but is shown to be valid over the real and complex fields as well. It is shown that these basefield transforms can be viewed as projections of the DFT and that they exist for all length N for which the DFT is defined. The construction further shows that these transforms are not unique; that there are in fact mnd(iv) such transforms . Finally, the convolution property of t.he basefield transforms is derived and a condition given for such transforms to have the self-inverse property.
Introduction
The discrete Hartley transform (DHT) has been proposed as a real transform with convolution property [9] [la] [13] and is thus an alternative to the discrete Foiirier transform (DFT) for the convolution of real sequences. Note that the DIIT is self-inverse. Since the DFT can be defined over finite fields, it is natural to ask whether a Hartley or Hartley-like transform exists over finite fields. Aside from the theoretical interest for such a finite field DHT, its advantages are potentially more substantial than in the real case since computing finite field DFT's often involve going to much larger extension fields. The reason for this stems from the fact that we need an element of order N in order to compute a DFT of size N. Therefore, if the input belongs to GF(q), we have to go to GF(q") where m ic, such that Nlqm -1 in order to compute the size N DFT. Because of the different extension fields involved and th'e fact that computation is invariably more complex in the extension fields (involving polynomial multiplications and reductions etc), it is desirable to have a transform in the basefield GF(q) when the input is in GF(q). In this paper we will construct such a basefield transform and show that it can be viewed as a "projection" of the DFT algorithm. We will also derive the convolution property of such a transform and give a condition for the transform to have the self-inverse property. Finally we will show that the theory, though developed in the context of finite fields, applies to the real and complex fields as well.
. The Forward Transform
The most natural way to const.ruct a Hartley transform over finite fields is to mimic its construction over the reals. Such a construction, however, leads to a non-invertible transform, indicating that the connection between the DFT and the DIST is deeper than what is suggested at a first glance by the real case. Our approach to this problem will therefore be indirect.
Consider figure 1 where we've denoted the input by To construct p7 consider {.Yn); the DFT of {z,}. Since the 2,'s are in ilic basefield B, X,'s satisfy the conjugacy constraint [7] dykql = xj' Vk; I .
(1)
The conjugacy class of X k with respect to E therefore con sist of {X,; Xkg, . X k q 2 . ' ' ' , Xkum-' ) = {XI;. -A-;> XI'. . ' ' . x;"-i } $,et M be a matrix with elements in E such that (3)is not optimal. \Ve can reduce the amount of computation significantly by choosing our basis cleverly. Instead of an arbitrary basis, choose {Pt} to be the (unique) dual basis of (cy) . \l.ith this choice of bases, a, and are trace-orlhogonal, i.e. 
TT(cuiP,)
This is the final form of our basefield transfornl which wt= will henceforth call a Hartley transform.
Rmk . 
There is nothing special about Xf

The Inverse Transform
To find the inverse Hartley transform (as defined by (4) From the definitions it is clear that the forward and inverse transform will be the same iff = wi_",' V i (note that these components are with respect to different bases). The followiiig proposition therefore characterizes the self-inverse transforms. + ' " + p~~m -1 2 k s .
Refering back to fig. 1 we see that 'M-' = 3-' 0 p-l.
Composing the two functions yields the following inverse transform
While expression (6) will compute the correct inverse, note however, this computation is performed in the extension field E. Since we seek a transform in the basefield B, we need a11 alternative to (6) . To that end consider the first summand of (6) 
where IV,v is any element of order .V in E trnd (.I) i.? t h C dual basis of ( 0 ) .
. The Convolution Property
The 
t,,=O It, IOIIOWS I,Ii;i.t
Conclusion a r i d Dircction
and/or sign changes of the basic IIartley transform. We will conclude the appendix by deriving the convolution p r o p r t y of the Hartley transform. By equation (11) the convolution property (adapted for the real field) is given hY As indicated above the Hartley transform corresponds to the choice m = l and a=b=i , which means that the associated normal and dual bases are 
